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<!Aaira8vov, but we cannot accept iraXaiovra
which could not have arisen from XeiroSvov.
Very possibly l&diy (which ought to be bp5>v,
as Dr. Blaydes suggests) was added, to
secure a regimen for rbv aixovvra, by some
scribe who did not see that yeXS. takes two
constructions, the dative with liil and the
accusative as the direct object. We should
then read

TOV OVTTOT' av^ovvr afia)(dvov Svas
Svuv (or Svvat) XhraSvov.

Everyone will remember avdyitas 28u
X«ra8vov in A gam. 217, and Suetv (or Svvai)
would fall out after 8vas. In the antistrophe
we would read Tra/wroXXa not amura for TO
iroXXa.

In 248 Dr. Blaydes suggests avSpoBfirja-i
for avSpoKfirjcri, but the vowel could not be
shortened before S/x, and the same may be
said of <£p6vo/3Aa/3r)s read in 330. A short
vowel before j8X is found in Tragedy only
before fiXacrravw and its derivatives (and
never in thesis), and there may have been
some special reason why it should be
shortened in those cases and not before
other words in /JX. Is there any authority
for Kvi<f>(}, introduced into the text 387 as
dative of Kvĉ as and for the Xdfnra of the
MSS? In 393 Herwerden's rtOevra for
8o6evra is accepted. But #«j/iov. . . rtOivra
is a poor phrase; would not Keipevov, as the
passive of riOrjiu, certainly have been used i
The fine verse 423 v

OTTOV TO xalpuv fi/rjSafiov vcyu^erou

is explained in the commentary by the note
' /ajSafiov vo/u£crcu nnsquam extat.' But
surely /xr/Sa/xov must be taken closely with
the infinitive, ' where the law of life is never

a throb of joy,' (or ' Farewell comfort').
Davies appositely observes that Fin d'aise
was the name of the condemned cell in the
Donjon du Chdtelet. Another clever com-
ment by the same editor is in 181, where
Xafiovcra = ev xpoi Ko/xurafiivrj. He points out
that slingstones have been found with Xa/3e
' take that ' on them. This curious use of
Xa/i^avfiv is neglected by the other editors
and is not referred to by L. and S., though
of course Xafx.j3a.veiv vovov, KOKOV TI, is like
it.

We cannot refrain from moralising on
the very fleeting and subjective nature of
the critic's certitudes, in connexion, with
line 803, {3pwTrjpas ai^/tas cnrepfidTav
avrjfMpovs, in which Athena calls the foam-
flakes of the Awful Goddesses ' cruel shafts
consumers of the seeds.' We see nothing
to condemn in this. The masc. form of
ftpwrrjpas need not offend anyone who
remembers TVXO o-wrrjpi in Soph. Oed. Rex
and the commentators thereon. But we
have no doubt that Wieseler had consider-
able confidence in his conjecture when,
accepting Weil's /Jorijpas he proposed axvats
' the sheaths of the young seeds,' though to
us it seems that to call the oraXdynaTa of
the Eumenides ' ungentle shepherds of the
sprouting seeds' would be an example of
ultra-Aeschylean boldness. Davies is ec-
static. ' Corrections such as these' he writes
' are like beautiful poems.' But alas!
Wieseler subsequently withdrew his con-
jecture, and few editors have even mentioned
it. I t is sad to think with how little-
enthusiasm most of us can regard the con-
jectures of others, and how, as time rolls on,
we come to consider even our own dis-
passionately.

R. Y. TYEBELL.

GRADENWITZ'S EINFUHRUNG IN DIE PAPYRUSKUNDE.

Einfvhrung in die Papyrushmde, von OTTO
GRADENWITZ, Professor an der Universitat
Konigsberg. I. Heft: Erklarung ausge-
wShlter Urkunden. (Leipzig : S. Hirzel,
1900.) 5M.

THE study of papyri is rapidly becoming a
separate branch of philology. Six years ago,
the recognised students of it in all Europe
could have been counted on the fingers of
one hand ; now they have become a respect-
able band, with a periodical and a literature
of their own. The book now before us is a

striking proof of the changed situation ; for
it owes its ̂ origin to a course of lectures
given by Prof. Gradenwitz in Berlin, which
(if we may assume that a lecture implies
pupils) indicates a methodical study of the
subject, characteristic* no doubt, of
Germany, and tending to produce a trained
body of expert papyrologists in the near
future.

Prof. Gradenwitz's book is described as a
first part only. There is nothing to show
what the scheme of the entire work is in-
tended to embrace; but at present its scope-
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is certainly not as wide as its title. I t is
therefore advisable to indicate to the reader
what its contents actually are. In the first
place, it is not concerned with the palaeo-
graphy of papyri. Secondly, it does not
deal in any way with literary papyri.
Thirdly, it bears but slightly upon the study
of those non-literary papyri which may be
styled public or official documents,—those
census-lists, tax-receipts, petitions, and the
like, which form so large and interesting a
part of the contents of most recent public-
ations of papyri. Its subject is rather the
documents relating to the dealings between
man and man in private life,—loans, leases,
sales, and similar contracts,—and these not
from the economical, but from the legal
point of view. In short its interest is
chiefly for jurists, especially (as it deals only
with papyri of the Roman period) for those
who wish to study the relations of the law
in this somewhat special province with that
•of the Roman Empire in general.

The first section of the book is occupied
by a discussion of the theory of decipher-
ment, with illustrations of the restoration
of mutilated documents, drawn mainly from
the published Berlin papyri, which Prof.
Oradenwitz has studied in the originals, but
with examples also from papyri in the
British Museum. This section (apart from
the emendations of published documents
•which it includes) will be of use mainly to
beginners, for it contains little that must
not necessarily have forced itself on the
Attention of those who have had practical
-experience of the work of decipherment.
The method of which Prof. Gradenwitz
makes most use is that of comparison with
similar documents; and it is not to be
supposed that the editors of the Berlin or the
London papyri were ignorant of this method,
though they may have been less success-
ful in applying it in these selected cases than
Prof. Gradenwitz. The bulk of the volume,
however, is concerned with an analysis
of the different forms of contract found in
the papyri; and here Prof. Gradenwitz is
working in a field which has hitherto been
little touched. Editors of papyri have
generally had but little special knowledge
of Roman law; while comparatively few
jurists have as yet concerned themselves
with papyri. Indeed, in this particular
branch of the subject almost the only scholar
who can be bracketed with Prof. Gradenwitz
is Mitteis. Gradenwitz's conclusions do not
always tally with his ; but I do not propose
to discuss their differences, having no claim
to an opinion on juristic questions. I t is

sufficient to say that Gradenwitz's analyses
of the various forms of contract, though
sometimes longer than necessary, are clear
and sound; while the restorations of the
special documents selected for study are
almost always satisfactory. I have re-
examined the six British Museum papyri
with which he deals in some detail, and
should be prepared to accept most of his
corrections and restorations; and his work
on the more numerous Berlin documents
examined by him appears to be equally
sound and effective.

It is, then, as an introduction to the study
of Greek papyri in their juristic aspect that
this book is planned; and as such it is
useful and good, and may be cordially re-
commended to all who have to do with this
branch of the subject. A special word of
reference is due to the indices, which are
four in number. The first is a ' Contrar-
Index,' or index of words according to the
alphabetical order of their terminations
instead of their commencements, to the use
of which Prof. Gradenwitz calls especial
attention. Such an index is indeed ex-
ceedingly useful in the restoration of
mutilated papyri, when, as is often the case,
the end of a word is preserved, but not the
beginning; and Prof. Gradenwitz's index,
consisting of some 4,500 words extracted
from the Berlin, British Museum, and Oxy-
rhynchus (Vol. I) publications, will be very
valuable to future editors of papyri. The
idea, however, is not so new as he thinks, a
lexicon on this principle, extending to 606
pages and containing some 85,000 words,
having been prepared by H. Hoogeveen and
printed at the Cambridge University Press
in 1810. Hoogeveen's work, however, is
not now generally accessible, and it deals,
moreover, rather with literary Greek than
with the Greek of business documents ; so
that there is plenty of room for Prof.
Gradenwitz's index, or (what would be
better) for a new and extended edition of
Hoogeveen. The other indices contain (1) a
list of the papyri dealt with or referred to,
(2) a table of corrections or restorations
proposed in published papyri, (3) a list of
words discussed in the course of the volume.
The last index might with advantage be
larger. I t contains neither foovnorrjs nor
ayopavofieiov, both of which terms are dealt
with in the body of the work, nor ypafalov,
which should have been dealt with, but
which (unless my recollection is at fault) is
passed over.

F. G. KKNYON.


